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Changes in Labor Demand and the Employment of Older Men Mar 31 2020
No Country for Old Men Oct 31 2022 Llewelyn Moss is hunting antelope near the
Texas/Mexico border when he stumbles upon several dead men, a big stash of heroin, and
more than two million dollars in cash. He takes off with the money--and the hunter becomes
the hunted. A drug cartel hires a former Special Forces agent to track down the loot, and a
ruthless killer joins the chase as well. Also looking for Moss is the aging Sheriff Bell, a
World War II veteran who may be Moss' only hope for survival.
The Ramblings of an Old Man Jul 04 2020 Do you long for a time when life was simpler?
When everyone knew your name? Do you reminisce about family traditions, growing up in
the 50’s and 60’s? Do you remember your teen years and that first kiss? Does your mouth

start to water and your heart start to swell as you think back to family holiday meals
presided over by mom or grandma? Well then, you can now take that trip down memory
lane and re-create those luscious foods in the pages of “The Ramblings of an Old Man” by
well-known personal chef and culinary instructor, Chef Cal Kraft and his constant feline
companion, Miss Kitty. It all began in 2006. The author realized that he had spent over half
his life living in the suburban community of Danbury Forest, a quaint neighborhood where
families, escaping the hustle and bustle of Metropolitan DC, played together and supported
each other in times good and bad. So he wrote a story about that and sent it in to the
neighborhood paper. Chef Cal initiated what became his hugely popular monthly column,
“The Chef’s Corner,” for the community newsletter. In it he shared tales about his family
and his life growing up in the suburbs of New York. He also wrote about events within the
community along with tales of past traditions in his life and others. Several of his articles
ventured into the world of fiction as he imagined stories that might have occurred. Each
contribution was accompanied by a tasty recipe, often tying the articles and recipes
together. A long time, popular culinary instructor in Northern Virginia’s Adult Community
Education Program, Chef Cal is well-equipped with recipes that he knew his students, and
now his readers, would rush to make themselves. Ramblings’ contributions of over fifty
recipes include traditional Italian delicacies; tasty old-fashioned comfort dishes; soups and
casseroles; quick and easy desserts and special holiday treats. Also included is Chef Cal’s

interpretation of miniature apple pies. Without a doubt his book will be pulled out to create
his meals whenever family and friends are gathered. Several times as Chef Cal was writing
his stories, he found that Miss Kitty, the gorgeous white cat that lived with the author and
his wife during most of this time, had something to say. So he wrote about that too. In some
instances, he even let Miss Kitty write her own story. While the “Ramblings of an Old
Man” is dedicated to the residents, both past and current of that wonderful community
known as Danbury Forest, it also resonates with communities all across America. No matter
where you live, be it a small hamlet, a rural town, a village, or in a big city, these stories are
for you. Some are humorous, others sad. Some true, some imagined. They all however, tell
a story and offer an opportunity to re-create the foods that accompanied it. So sit back and
enjoy, “The Ramblings of an Old Man.”
Old Man Logan 3 - Der letzte Ronin Dec 09 2020 Auf der Jagd nach Lady Deathstrike
findet sich Logan in der Tiefe eines Abgrunds wieder. Und immer, wenn er sich befreien
will, wird er von einer stillen Gestalt aus seiner Zukunft mit Pfeilen durchbohrt. Wer sind
die Kriegsmönche des Silent Order? Kann Logan der Welt ein Los schlimmer als der Tod
ersparen?
No Country for Old Men Apr 24 2022
Kein Land für alte Männer Sep 29 2022 DIE STILLE VOR DEM SCHUSS Bei einem
morgendlichen Ausflug in die texanische Wüste findet Hobbyjäger Llewellyn Moss eine

gespenstische Szenerie vor: mehrere Leichen, eine Pick-up-Ladefläche voller Heroin und
am Ende einer Blutspur einen Koffer mit 2,4 Millionen Dollar. Er behält das Geld – sein
erster Fehler. Der zweite: In der Nacht kehrt er zum Tatort zurück, um seine Spuren zu
verwischen. Und gerät ins Visier des eiskalten Killers Chigurh. «Ein minimaler Western mit
maximaler sprachlicher Präzision. Atemberaubend.» STERN
Not for Saints Oct 07 2020 Few things bring more happiness than those we achieve with our
determination and self-control, when we lose weight, when we quit a bad habit, if we had a
dependence on drugs and we are cleaned now, or if we were alcoholic and we overcome
this weakness, we get a sense of real accomplishment like no other, because is indeed a
monster we have defeated, “our own mind”, this mind guide me through all my life with
many mistaken decisions, but I have woken up to the realization that I needed to change, is
in our mind the root of all our problems and very little we do to remediate, because of the
order we prioritize things we put our minds on autopilot, thinking we don’t need to feed it
anymore, but is in there where the secret to very real and permanent changes is hidden, we
tend to exaggerate our problems whatever they are and expand them to make others feel
sympathy for us, we need so much attention and this is one reason social media is so
successful, many different state of minds, depressions and erratic behaviors this is why
many jobs can be problematic despite of how great the work environment might be; behind
this display of tough or toxic personalities we are in reality very lonely and fragile, there is

no doubt we need to change for the people we love, because usually they are always the
ones we hurt the most, the great majority of us have a good personality but we mostly
reflect on the outside what our present emotions dictate, our minds fly away with so many
worries, anxieties, frustrated desires and dreams, and little do we realize is just a decision, a
mental attitude, we want the world to be miserable and in line with our mental state, many
just become absent their mind is always somewhere distance, a reaction to a frustrated
desire or our rejection to the present reality, but in this equation there is a factor that plays a
major role in everything we do “our spirit”, this spirit will always be hungry and whatever
we feed it, will have serious consequences in our entire existence, present and distance. I
apologize for using my personal life as an example in many situations is not to be vain but
to help others learn from my mistakes. This book is a little of my personal experience my
small token, I’m not a professional nor a religious expert but my personal view from the
perspective of a simple man, I have changed many things in my life, I’m always working on
some others I still need to change every day, but now I’m aware of this fierce battle within,
I take one day at a time, there are some days I lose this battle but I don’t allow this defeats
to take over my life, I get up the next day with a will to fight to be better and not just for me
anymore but for my creator, for my family and because this world needs so much change,
and since we can’t change the world, if we individually change, we will create a chain
reaction, if we change, others will change too, our love ones might get the very best version

of you and when we feed the spirit properly we will never feel lonely anymore; as with
many self-help, spiritual books take only the things that might help you even if you only
find something small, a little knowledge may go a long way, my mother always told me,
even from the ignorant you can learn something, and in this case, the ignorant is me, take
this humble message from my mother and perhaps here you might find something to set you
truly free; this book is spiritual but even if you disagree with some things, disregard them
and continue, I don’t want to change your mind, I want to change your heart, open your
heart; among the pages here you might find be the answer you were looking for, you might
find a word to gain strength and a word to stand firm through the hurricanes and tornados of
life; you might find some things I mention more than once but I truly believe they are
important, nothing is new just a reminder that I wish you will never forget.
A Primate's Memoir Dec 29 2019 In the tradition of Jane Goodall and Dian Fossey,
Robert Sapolsky, a foremost science writer and recipient of a MacArthur Genius Grant, tells
the mesmerizing story of his twenty-one years in remote Kenya with a troop of Savannah
baboons. “I had never planned to become a savanna baboon when I grew up; instead, I had
always assumed I would become a mountain gorilla,” writes Robert Sapolsky in this witty
and riveting chronicle of a scientist’s coming-of-age in remote Africa. An exhilarating
account of Sapolsky’s twenty-one-year study of a troop of rambunctious baboons in Kenya,
A Primate’s Memoir interweaves serious scientific observations with wry commentary

about the challenges and pleasures of living in the wilds of the Serengeti—for man and
beast alike. Over two decades, Sapolsky survives culinary atrocities, gunpoint encounters,
and a surreal kidnapping, while witnessing the encroachment of the tourist mentality on the
farthest vestiges of unspoiled Africa. As he conducts unprecedented physiological research
on wild primates, he becomes evermore enamored of his subjects—unique and compelling
characters in their own right—and he returns to them summer after summer, until tragedy
finally prevents him. By turns hilarious and poignant, A Primate’s Memoir is a magnum
opus from one of our foremost science writers.
The Old Man and the Medal Sep 17 2021 Writing in French in the 1950s, Ferdinand
Léopold Oyono (1929–2010) had only a brief literary career, but his anticolonialist novels
are considered classics of twentieth-century African literature. Like Oyono’s Houseboy,
also available from Waveland Press, this novel fiercely satirizes the false pretenses of
European colonial rule in Africa. Meka, a village elder, has always been loyal to the white
man. It is with pride that he first hears he is to receive a medal. While waiting for the
ceremony, however, Meka’s pride gives way to skepticism. At the same time, his wife has
realized that the medal is being given to her husband as compensation for the sacrifices they
have made. The events following the ceremony confirm Meka’s new estimation of the white
man. Both subtle and oftentimes humorous, this beautifully told story lays bare the
hollowness of the mission in Africa. It fuels opportunities for discussing colonial politics

around class and race as well as for exploring indigenous Cameroon life and values.
Portrait of an Artist, as an Old Man May 02 2020 An aging writer attempts to pen one last
great American novel to be remembered by--but what should he write? This book follows
the journey that Eugene Pota undertakes as he sifts through the detritus of his life in an
effort to settle on the subject of his final work.
The New Women and the Old Men Dec 21 2021
The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and Disappeared Jul 24 2019
A larger-than-life old man with a fondness for vodka goes on an unexpected adventure in
this whimsical novel -- perfect for fans of Forrest Gump and A Man Called Ove. The
international publishing sensation -- more than six million copies sold worldwide! A
reluctant centenarian much like Forrest Gump (if Gump were an explosives expert) decides
it's not too late to start over . . . After a long and eventful life, Allan Karlsson ends up in a
nursing home, believing it to be his last stop. The only problem is that he's still in good
health, and in one day, he turns 100. A big celebration is in the works, but Allan really isn't
interested (and he'd like a bit more control over his vodka consumption). So he decides to
escape. He climbs out the window in his slippers and embarks on a hilarious and entirely
unexpected journey, involving, among other surprises, a suitcase stuffed with cash, some
unpleasant criminals, a friendly hot-dog stand operator, and an elephant (not to mention a
death by elephant). It would be the adventure of a lifetime for anyone else, but Allan has a

larger-than-life backstory: Not only has he witnessed some of the most important events of
the twentieth century, but he has actually played a key role in them. Starting out in
munitions as a boy, he somehow finds himself involved in many of the key explosions of
the twentieth century and travels the world, sharing meals and more with everyone from
Stalin, Churchill, and Truman to Mao, Franco, and de Gaulle. Quirky and utterly unique,
The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and Disappeared has charmed
readers across the world.
Rantings Of An Old Man Aug 05 2020 This book was written for all of you who remain in
perpetual fear of expressing yourselves when it comes to the things that effect your lives:
things that you hate to see, hear, and feel; things that constantly prevent you from living
your lives the way you want to live them; things that you yearn to voice your opinion about
but don’t because of the politically correct stick that you have allowed the world to stick up
your ass. Lucky you! I’m here to rescue you. “Rantings Of An Old Man” will say for you
the things you are not willing to say for yourself. Of course, many who read this book will
hate me and practically everything I say. What’s more, they will brand me as being the king
of bigots. But, you know what—if that turns out NOT to be the case, than I will have failed
in my mission. And the thought of that scares me because it will indicate that my book was
not pithy enough, truthful enough, and relevant enough to make a difference in their lives.
(That includes your life as well.) Do yourself a favor, go to the Foreword of this book and

look at the last page which I have entitled, “Table Of Rantings.” There you will find listed
the veritable plethora of topics I cover in the book. From that you will know right away
whether or not this book is for you. A word to the wise: If your legs quiver whenever you
see the “f-word” written, or if your hands begin to shake and/or your eyes begin to well
every time you hear something negative about your own personal or political philosophy,
your political party, or your race, then I suggest you refrain from reading this book. Make
your move, pilgrim.
A Gathering of Old Men Aug 29 2022 This stage adaptation is about a white Cajun farmer
shot dead outside of a home of an elderly black man named Mathu. After the murder, Candy
Marshall, a headstrong owner of the plantation, starts to gather around all the men to bring
all shotguns and take the blame for the farmer’s murder.
Older Men's Lives Feb 20 2022 The first comprehensive exploration on the subject of
older men, Older Men's Lives offers a multidisciplinary portrait of men and their concerns
in later life. Using both a life-course and gendered perspective, the contributors to this
collection of original articles point out that the image and self-image of men are
continuously reconstructed over the life cycle. They examine older men's position in society
and the changes wrought in their status and roles over time. Their relationship with their
spouses, children, grandchildren, and friends are also explored, as are policy implications of
a gendered, life-cycle view of masculinity. This volume also discusses faith development in

older men, masculinity identity from work to retirement, older men's sexuality, and older
men's friendship patterns. Older Men's Lives will be of interest to professionals and students
interested in gender, men's studies, gerontology, and sociology. "This book begins to
remedy the lack of information and provides data and research on aging men. . . .The
strength of this book is the specificity of its focus. By focusing solely on male concerns the
book is able to identify issues in the male aging process and discuss them on their own
terms rather than simply as a contrast to females." --Clinical Gerontologist
The Old Man from Leftfield Mar 12 2021 When I was a kid in the late 1950s, while I was
a student at Paoli Elementary School, I read the famous children's book that talks about the
Kid from Leftfield. Also around that time, I always said to myself, "What is it going to be
like in the year 2000? I'll be fifty years old!" I couldn't comprehend being that old; the
thought of it scared me, and I'd probably be in a wheelchair or something worse. I bet a lot
of people my age thought the same thing. This is the story of what that kid did when he
reached the age of fifty.
The old man and the sea Mar 24 2022
Myths and Tales of the Chiricahua Apache Indians Jan 28 2020 “We are dealing here with a
living literature,” wrote Morris Edward Opler in his preface to Myths and Tales of the
Chiricahua Apache Indians. First published in 1942, this is another classic study by the
author of Myths and Tales of the Jicarilla Apache Indians. Opler conducted field work

among the Chiricahuas in the American Southwest, as he had earlier among the Jicarillas.
The result is a definitive collection of their myths. They range from an account of the world
destroyed by water to descriptions of puberty rites and wonderful contests. The exploits of
culture heroes involve the slaying of monsters and the assistance of Coyote. A large part of
the book is devoted to the irrepressible Coyote, whose antics make cautionary tales for the
young, tales that also allow harmless expression of the taboo. Other striking stories present
supernatural beings and “foolish people.”
Selected Facts on the Employment and Economic Status of Older Men and Women
May 14 2021
The Old Man's Boy Grows Older Aug 17 2021 Two tales record the beautiful and tender
relationship between a boy and his remarkable grandfather and how the memories of his
grandfather stir a young man as he roams the wilderness
Two Old Men's Tales. The Deformed and The Admiral's Daughter. [By Anne Marsh,
afterwards Mars-Caldwell.] Jul 16 2021
Classical Monologues from Aeschylus to Bernard Shaw: Older men's roles Nov 27 2019
Human Rights in the Americas Aug 24 2019 This interdisciplinary book explores human
rights in the Americas from multiple perspectives and fields. Taking 1492 as a point of
departure, the text explores Eurocentric historiographies of human rights and offer a more
complete understanding of the genealogy of the human rights discourse and its many

manifestations in the Americas. The essays use a variety of approaches to reveal the larger
contexts from which they emerge, providing a cross-sectional view of subjects, countries,
methodologies and foci explicitly dedicated toward understanding historical factors and
circumstances that have shaped human rights nationally and internationally within the
Americas. The chapters explore diverse cultural, philosophical, political and literary
expressions where human rights discourses circulate across the continent taking into
consideration issues such as race, class, gender, genealogy and nationality. While
acknowledging the ongoing centrality of the nation, the volume promotes a shift in the
study of the Americas as a dynamic transnational space of conflict, domination, resistance,
negotiation, complicity, accommodation, dialogue, and solidarity where individuals,
nations, peoples, institutions, and intellectual and political movements share struggles,
experiences, and imaginaries. It will be of interest to all scholars and students of
InterAmerican studies and those from all disciplines interested in Human Rights.
Don't Let the Old Man In! Jun 02 2020 Dont Let the Old Man In! is the new war cry for
those men seeking to live for the better, for longer and in good humor. This war cry doubles
neatly as the title for this working manual. A confronting revelation at the age of sixty leads
the author to his desired destiny along a pathway illuminated with this manuals memorable
commandments. With their evocative reasons, these commandments combine to give a nofuss code for living well in the last quarter of an average lifetime. Adopting this code

delivers the reader and his inner disciple a mechanism to exact swift changes to living and
dealing with the challenges that ageing inevitably presents.
Left Handed, Son of Old Man Hat Oct 19 2021 With a simplicity as disarming as it is
frank, Left Handed tells of his birth in the spring of 1868 “when the cottonwood leaves
were about the size of [his] thumbnail,” of family chores such as guarding the sheep near
the hogan, and of his sexual awakening. As he grows older, his account turns to life in the
open: nomadic cattle-raising, farming, trading, communal enterprises, tribal dances and
ceremonies, lovemaking, and marriage. As Left Handed grows in understanding and stature,
the accumulated wisdom of his people is revealed to him. He learns the Navajo lifeway,
which is founded on the principles of honesty, foresightedness, and self-discipline. The
style of the narrative is almost biblical in its rhythms, but biblical, too, in many respects, is
the traditional way of life it recounts.
The Wise Old Man Feb 29 2020 The inner world of the imagination, with its own unique
events and cast of characters, is active in most people, but many lose touch with it in their
absorption with external life. Pieter Middlekoop shows how this dreamlike inner world can
be entered deliberately while awake in order to gain self-knowledge and resolve conflicts.
The book presents accounts of several people who entered the imaginal world by means of a
technique called Imagination Therapy, which Middlekoop developed as a variation of C. G.
Jung's Active Imagination. In a series of andquot;imaginations,andquot; they encounter

their joys and sorrows, their anxieties, their problems with relationshipsandmdash;and also
the keys to solving their difficulties. During the course of therapy it becomes clear that there
is an active center within the personality that communicates to the conscious self in the
symbolic language of imagery. Often personified in fantasies and dreams as the archetypal
Wise Old Man, this inner source of wisdom guides the individual to healing and wholeness.
Wisdom of Eccentric Old Men Jul 28 2022 Bly's principal revelation is that Galdós
deliberately and consistently used this secondary type to emphasize the significance of the
major plot developments and to underline the strengths or weaknesses of principal
characters. In filling these roles the eccentric old men develop from comic shallow types
into more complex secondary characters, men of insight and wisdom, who occupy a pivotal
position in the novels.
The Old Man in the Club Jan 22 2022 He’s the “old guy in the club” who everyone judges
and scorns, but there’s so much more to his story…Travel into the mind and soul of a
complex man on the road to redemption in this riveting, true-to-life novel. Almost everyone
who has been to a nightclub has seen him: the “old man in the club.” He’s the graying,
balding loner looking totally out of place, like he could be everyone’s father. Or
grandfather. And almost everyone’s wondering the same thing: Why is he in here? In Curtis
Bunn’s The Old Man in the Club, you learn why. Meet Elliott Thomas, sixty-one years old,
and not afraid of spending a night among twenty-something strangers. But his motivation

for hanging out in clubs isn’t his fear of growing old; it’s his desire to “catch up on what I
have missed.” Life hasn’t been easy for Elliott, and now he’s on a journey to redemption.
How he goes about it, however, gives some people pause. Some find him charming, some
find him creepy. The women his age find him disgusting. His buddies marvel at his nerve.
His children loathe his existence. But no matter who judges him, Elliott is set on reclaiming
his youth—the way he wants to. A page-turner that outlines the depth, complexities, and
motivations of an intriguing character, this novel will surprise and touch you—and make
sure you’ll never look at the “old man in the club” the same way again.
The Old Man in the Night Jun 14 2021 This short story is a parable of loneliness and
hope.
The Five Old Men May 26 2022 Five elderly men discuss daily the world and their personal
view. It is not always pretty as they have their coffee each morning. Then meet for a beer
late afternoon. Character is forthcoming and discussion often vibrant.
The Old Man and Me Feb 08 2021
English Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases Sep 25 2019
A study guide for Cormac McCarthy's "No Country for Old Men" Jun 26 2022 A study
guide for Cormac McCarthy's "No Country for Old Men", excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Literary Newsmakers for Students series. This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for

further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Literary Newsmakers for
Students for all of your research needs.
The Old Man on the Bench Sep 05 2020 A few years ago, I sat on a bench by the river, and
an old man shared his wisdom with me. He told me that I could always hear his voice
through that of others. I listened and took notes. This book is a collection of some of his
words and the things I have learned from our newer conversations.
The Works of the Right Reverend Joseph Hall Jan 10 2021 Reprint of the original, first
published in 1863.
Numen, Old Men Nov 19 2021 Since the early 1990s there have been various movements
designed to encourage 'masculine spirituality'. All these movements share a concern that
spirituality has become too feminine and that men's experiences of the spiritual are being
marginalized. The task of masculine spirituality is to promote 'authentic' masculine
characteristics within a spiritual context. Numen, Old Men examines these characteristics to
argue that masculine spirituality is thinly veiled patriarchy. The mythopoetic, evangelical,
and Catholic men's movements are shown to promote a hetero-patriarchal spirituality by
appealing to either combative and oppressive neo-Jungian archetypes or biblical models of
man as the leader of the family. Numen, Old Men examines spiritualities that aim to honour
and transcend both the masculine and feminine, and offers gay spirituality as an example of
masculine spirituality that resists patriarchy.

Ceremonies in Dark Old Men Nov 07 2020 Ceremonies in Dark Old Men, a classic of
American theater, is the poignant story of a family in 1950s Harlem. In timeless prose,
Lonne Elder explores the discontent of a generation that has grown old before its time, and
the determination of the next generation to avoid such a fate. In the play, Russel B. Parker is
a prodigal father and failed barber who exists on memories and "ceremonies" for survival.
He spends his time recounting atmospheric tales of his life in vaudeville and tells, in darkly
comic detail, about his days on the chain gang. Just beneath the surface of Elder's work lie
the terrors of day-to-day life in a racist society--never directly mentioned, but always
simmering unforgettably. Ceremonies in Dark Old Men had its debut Off-Broadway in
1969. It received enthusiastic reviews and moved into an extended run. Since its first
performance, the play has been produced numerous times both on television and on the
stage, with the leads being played by an honor roll of actors, including Laurence Fishburne,
Denzel Washington, and Billy Dee Williams.
Motherless Brooklyn Jun 22 2019 Verfilmung von und mit Edward Norton und Willem
Dafoe, Bruce Willis und Alec Baldwin! »Lethem ist ein König der Sätze. Sein Talent ist
riesig und sein Blick so scharf wie eh und je.« New York Times Ein ermordeter Mafioso
mit großem Herz und großer Klappe. Ein kleiner Gangster mit Tourette-Syndrom auf der
Spur des Verbrechens. Messerscharfe Dialoge und grandioser Sprachwitz vor der Kulisse
der Unterwelt Brooklyns. Das Waisenhaus St. Vincents in Brooklyn, frühe siebziger Jahre.

Für Lionel Essrog, der am Tourette-Syndrom leidet, ist Frank Minna so etwas wie ein
Erlöser. Der im ganzen Viertel beliebte Ganove taucht eines Tages auf und nimmt Lionel
und drei weitere Jungs mit auf seine mysteriösen Streifzüge quer durch Brooklyn. Aus den
vier Waisen werden so die Minna Men, die von Detektei bis Fahrdiensten alles anbieten.
Ihre Tage und Nächte drehen sich um Frank, den Prinzen von Brooklyn, der mit großer
Klappe durchs Leben eilt. Dann kommt die furchtbare Nacht, in der Frank niedergestochen
wird und Lionel auf sich selbst gestellt ist. Auf der Suche nach Franks Mörder verstrickt er
sich tiefer und tiefer in Brooklyns Unterwelt und die geheimen und unüberschaubaren
Gesetze dieses Viertels, in dem niemand ist, was er zu sein scheint. »Eine geniale Mischung
aus Spannung, Intelligenz und Kunstfertigkeit.« Die Zeit
Eierlikörtage Oct 26 2019 Hendrik Groen mag alt sein (83 1/4 um genau zu sein), aber er ist
noch lange nicht tot. Zugegeben, seine täglichen Spaziergänge werden kürzer, weil die
Beine nicht mehr recht wollen, und er muss regelmäßig zum Arzt. Aber deshalb nur noch
Kaffeetrinken, die Geranien anstarren und auf das Ende warten? Kommt nicht in Frage.
Ganz im Gegenteil. 83 Jahre lang hat Hendrik immer nur Ja und Amen gesagt. Doch in
diesem Jahr wird er ein Tagebuch führen und darin endlich alles rauslassen - ein
unzensierter Blick auf das Leben in einem Altenheim in Amsterdam-Nord. Das ist richtig
lustig und zugleich so herzzerreißend, dass wir Hendrik am Ende dieses Jahres nicht mehr
aus unserem Leben lassen wollen.
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